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THE EDITORIAL

CHAIRMAN'S CHAT
by Tony Hocking

Dear Member,
THIS EDITION OF the Newsletter is
largely taken up with summaries
of talks given to the Society as
part of our regular programme.
This has happened following a
request for such summaries from
various members. Not all talks
lend themselves easily to this and
as a result I have only written
about some of them; those that
are predominantly visual in pre-
sentation are particularly difficult
to reproduce on paper!

If anybody feels that a particu-
lar talk is something they could
write up, I would be extremely
grateful if they would do so - but
please tell me on the evening of
the talk!
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ONCE MORE I feel that I have been
Newsletter Editor for far too long.
I have become fixed in my own
little rut, I am devoid of new
ideas, and therefore it is time that
someone else had a go.

I therefore declare that I will
give up this job at the end of
January 2000. (How's that for
putting a 'Millennium Bug' into
the system?)

There must be people out there
who are more capable of editing a
newsletter than me, and surely
there is at least one who would
like to contribute to the Society
in this way.

Volunteers please contact me,
or any other Committee Member
please! - Do it NOW, before you
have second thoughts!!!

i

THE LAST FEW months have seen some
interesting activity.

I suppose that the most newsworthy
event has been the rejection of the Fox
Farm development on the basis of the
nature conservation evidence given by
the Yateley Society and others.

That the wording of the decision cast
doubt on the other arguments put for-
ward against the development could
well be a source of difficulty for Yateley
in the future.

The recent Secretary of State's
demand for one million extra houses in
the south east is guaranteed to generate
enormous pressure for yet more disrup-
tion and overcrowding development in
Yateley and the erosion of our hard-
fought-for countryside.

IN A DIFFERENT vein, I have, in my
capacity as Society Chairman, attended
two Receptions this year.

The first, in May, was held at Yateley
School to welcome the new Headmas-
ter, and to enable him to meet represen-
tatives of local organisations. I was able
to encourage him to continue the
school's support for our conservation
work on Yateley Common. I also had
the opportunity to spread news of our
activities to other people present.

The second, in September, was the
Town Mayor's Reception at which the
Mayor, Charles Lynch, the Town Man-

ager, Lawrence Smith, and the Council-
lors encouraged local organisations to
continue their work to help the local
community and to apply for grants to
aid in this.

One very good idea came out of this
reception: Councillor Dave Shurlock
suggested that we produce a guide to
local footpaths as a contribution to the
Millennium, and as an encouragement
for the local populace to walk around
Yateley instead of driving everywhere!

This guide would obviously include
maps showing where the footpaths are,
but should also include brief historical
or nature notes where such were rele-
vant.

He envisaged a booklet format, some-
what similar to Valerie Kerslake's walk
books, which he thoroughly approved
of. There was a very interesting com-
ment about the proposed content - it
should include 'unofficial' footpaths as
well as the official ones, and should
cover both the town and the Common. I
am glad to say that everyone I have
mentioned this to have agreed with the
idea - now we have to get to work!

OUR ANNUAL EXHIBITION, this year at
Yateley Industries for the first time,
went very well and attendance was rea-
sonably encouraging. As you already
well know, the theme was 'Yateley
Myths and Legends - Fact or Fiction'.
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This generated plenty of interest, and
the accompanying demonstrations of the
History Database also occupied visitors'
time to good effect.

We even managed to pay our way by
selling some of our usual wares, being
careful not to tread on the toes of the
Yateley Industries shop! The Industries
helped us by sending shop customers
round to look at our exhibition, partly
because we attracted extra custom for
their tea shop.

The team who created and manned
the event decided unanimously that
holding it in a nice warm and dry hall
was infinitely superior to holding it on a
cold, damp field. Sorry, May Fayre!

The one drawback was, we decided,
the timing; July has too many competing
events, and outdoor attractions when
the weather is good, perhaps the Spring
or Autumn would be better when peo-
ple would look for something close to
home and indoors to go to. We are
working on it!

Thanks very much to everybody who
contributed to the exhibition and the
sales, it was a very valuable exercise for
the Society.

THEN THERE WAS the Yateley Library
25th Anniversary. We decided that an
enlarged and updated version of the July
exhibition and demonstration would be
just right for this.

The Librarians have always let us put
our annual exhibition up in the library
after May Fayre, so this year we delayed
putting it up until the vital month of
October.

To keep the public interest going the
exhibition was updated each week with
new details and even totally new topics!
The researchers complained that so
much new material came to light at the
July exhibition that rewriting of much of
the exhibition was necessary, but this in
turn led to much more new information
being discovered, and so on ... a self-
perpetuating cycle!

Peter Tipton had a bright idea for
maintaining interest and to attract peo-
ple to our talks at the library on 20
October, some of his latest information
would only be revealed in his talk that
night!

FINALLY, A THOUGHT for VOU.

The Executive Committee run the
Society from day to day, relying on the
resolutions passed at Annual General
Meetings for basic policy, and on their
own initiative for the fine detail.

Why don't YOU get involved with
this? An injection of new ideas is always
very welcome and very helpful to the
Society.

The time is rapidly approaching when
the nominations for next year's Com-
mittee need to be considered - if you are
interested please give any Committee
Member a call. You can work your way
in easily without having to take on a
specific task, with plenty of time to find
out how things are done.

Of course, if you fancy being News-
letter Editor you can find out all about it
while sticking to just that job, with no
'risk' of taking anything else on. [Oops!
I've changed hats again!]

BLACKBUSHE IN THE WAR
Talk given Thursday May 20th 1999, summary by Tony Hocking

MR STEVE PURCHASE of Farnborough gave the Yateley Society a most
interesting account of the early days of Blackbushe airfield, from its
construction in 1942 to the end of the second World War, based on
his researches for a book about the airfield to be published later this

year. The talk was attended by nearly 60 members, aviation enthusiasts and
local historians from most towns and villages in the area.

Mr Purchase commented that the first recorded flight at Blackbushe was a
balloon ascent in 1874, but the airfield did not come into being until 1942.
McAlpine received an award for the rapid construction of the airfield,
however work was still in progress when the first landing was made on
13 July 1942. This landing was by an aircraft from the Royal Aircraft
Establishment, and the first use of the airfield was for RAE trials of troop-
carrying gliders. The first operational use was for reconnaissance flying by a
squadron of Tomahawks.

In early 1943 more reconnaissance units, including 16 and 40 Squadrons
arrived, and the airfield, named 'RAF Hartford Bridge', was then home to
Spitfires, Mosquitoes and Mustangs. An additional role for Hartford Bridge
was as a Bomber Command diversion airfield, a refuge for bombers unable
to reach their bases further north. The RAE reappeared during 1943 to
conduct trials on a captured Junkers 88.

In mid-1943 21, 88 and 342 (Free French) Bomber Squadrons, flying
Bostons and Venturas, were based here. In August/September these
bombers were used to lay smoke in the Channel as part of a dummy
invasion of France carried out to make the Germans redistribute some of
their forces.

Another very important activity was finding and attacking VI launching
sites, the VI had only recently been discovered and their destruction was
given high priority. This work, and a concerted drive to disrupt the French
railway system continued into 1944. In February 1944 the FIDO fog dispersal
system was installed on the airfield (you can still see the concrete troughs
along the sides of the main runway). This was reputed to burn 80 000
gallons of kerosene (paraffin) an hour to provide enough heat to lift the fog!

Fighters came back in April 1944, Dutch Spitfires (322 Squadron) and
some Mosquitoes. These were used to keep the Germans away from the
South Coast during the invasion build-up. By this time some 3000 people
were stationed here. One sideline of the invasion preparations was the
establishment of a store of gas bombs at Longparish, these would be
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brought to Hartford Bridge for subsequent use against the Germans should
they use gas to repel the invasion forces; luckily they were never used.

226 Squadron Mitchells moved in and took part in joint raids with aircraft
from Dunsfold. Some of these, painted black for night camouflage, were
fitted with special radio equipment to intercept narrow-beam transmission
from the Maquis in France which were transmitted vertically to avoid
detection by the Germans. This duty only ceased when the relevant bits of
France had been liberated.

On D-Day itself Bostons from Hartford Bridge were out very early laying
smoke in the Channel to cover the invasion fleet (the dummy invasion in
1943 had provided useful lessons for this). It was a hazardous task, flying at
50 feet, in poor light and in and out of the trails of smoke.

In July 1944 King George VI and Queen Elizabeth visited Hartford Bridge
to present awards to some of the aircrew.

After D-Day the aircraft took part in the general destruction of the
German forces' infrastructure, and helped to support the Arnhem and Battle
of the Bulge campaigns.

In December 1944 the airfield changed its name to 'RAF Blackbushe',
apparently to avoid confusion with another airfield name similar to
'Hartford Bridge'.

One perhaps surprising fact was that, in spite of several American aircraft
types being flown from Blackbushe, the Americans themselves only came
here (in wartime) for a brief period in 1944.

Following the formal talk the gathered enthusiasts exchanged reminisc-
ences and stories about Blackbushe both during and after the war.

The possibility of conflicting attitudes between the flying community and
the Yateley Commoners and Yateley Society concerning the airfield was
raised by some of the visitors. Once it had been established that the flying
was not affected, this discussion quickly concluded on a most amicable
basis. One interesting outcome of this 'reconciliation' was an invitation,
from Mr Tony Holden of European Fliers, for the Society to have a
conducted tour of Blackbushe to look at the sites and remains of the
wartime activity if suitable arrangements can be made; I have accepted the
invitation.

ORAL HISTORY RECORDING
by Peter Tipton

WESSEX SOUND ARCHIVE has sent us a notification that, in October,
they are running a course for members wanting to learn the
techniques of recording oral history. As I drive round the country

listening to my car radio I am reminded that radio and television are doing a
sterling job nationally recording the experiences of all sorts of people in
Britain as we approach the Millennium. In the context of the fast approach-
ing millennium the Society has been bombarded by suggestions for projects
most of which involve, in some shape or form, local oral history recording.
The Yateley Town Council has even offered funding for a joint project on
film. The problem is that the Society does not have an active team engaged
in recording our older inhabitants.

That is not to say that the Society has never done any oral history.
Elizabeth attended the Wessex Sound Archives' course many years ago, and
we practised the techniques by recording Mrs Lorna Simons talking about
Yateley when she first arrived with her husband in the 1940s. I also
interviewed two local gentlemen, who had lived by Yateley Common all
their lives. Neither would permit me to use a tape recorder. Norma and
Irene made some excellent cassette recordings at that same time. About a
decade ago Richard made several extensive recordings when he was
researching the history of Yateley Hall. Valerie has carried out numbers of
interviews in the course of research for her two history books. Oral history
recording has thus mostly been carried out to achieve another objective,
rather than as an activity in its own right.

It is a great pity that we do not have a team dedicated to recording our
older inhabitants. Anyone who can remember pre-World War II Yateley as a
grown up (ie older than 21 in 1939) will now be older than 82. Exactly
twenty years ago when Luath Grant Ferguson held the first lecture of the
Yateley Study Group, that person would then have been only 62, and born
in the last years of World War 1. In the intervening 20 years we have done
so little.

What worries me now is, without any dedicated team, what oral history
we shall record in the next 20 years? In 20 years' time the Society Executive
may be deploring the fact that we will have missed recording those people
who are now 62 and perhaps can remember attending, say, the opening
ceremony of Yateley Library, whose 25th birthday we are celebrating this
year. Nineteen seventy four was a momentous year for Yateley: housing
development was in full swing, the Town Council evolved from the old

—-' I
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Parish Council, and Hart District Council was formed by merging Fleet
Urban District Council with Hartley Wintney Rural District Council. In the
preceding 13 years Yateley's population had trebled, bringing into Yateley a
majority of people for whom Yateley had no existence before the develop-
ment of the big estates.

I was hoping that our Millenial Exhibition this autumn might interest a
wider number of members to contribute. Indeed, some new faces have come
forward with some particular interests, which were not on the original list of
myths, legends and interesting facts which Valerie and I devised. What has
also emerged from this year's exhibition is a keen interest in what Yateley
was like from the building of RAF Hartford Bridge in 1942 up to, say, 1981
when the Society was formed.

I give a wry smile at this. When we formed the Yateley Society I volun-
teered to be Local History Group Leader. That was in the days when the
Society held a meeting every single week - with Planning, History, Ecology
and a public lecture meeting every month. To get the local history ball
rolling I suggested we form local history sub-groups to look at the period
between the years '41 to '81 in each century. In most centuries the reason
for this arbitrary selection was the availability of documents. The 19th
century had public census records available and the tithe apportionment
took place at the beginning of the period. The start of the period 1541 to
1581 roughly corresponded with the dissolution of the monastery, which
was our Lord of the Manor, resulting in the prime document of that period:
the Crondal Customary of 1567. The period from 1741 to 1781 follows
shortly after the manorial court books turn from Latin to English, but before
the upheavals of the French Revolution. The Civil War, Commonwealth
and Restoration are neatly spanned by the 17th century 40-year period, and
correspond to the opening years of the Yateley Parish Registers. Projects for
each of these centuries have been attempted or are well under way, not
because we kept to my original plan, but rather for the reasons I originally
suggested them.

But what about 1941 to 1981? Not much has ever been done I am afraid.
We have now probably missed out on oral history of World War 1 Yateley,
and much of the interwar years. But the good thing is that many of our
members arrived in Yateley shortly after World War 11, and even more
arrived in the first phases of development. So the century we have missed in
our researches is our own and we - the members - can contribute our own
memories and experiences, as well as drawing on those of our friends and
neighbours. Many of us now have the experience of doing our family
histories, one of the most widely practised hobbies. I think we owe it to
future generations to record our own period. After all the period 1941 to

1981 saw the population rising by a factor of five. We were a major Airport,
and nearly became Gatwick. Any residual farming activity completely
disappeared, as did most of the old farm houses, and the mansion houses
which had dominated the character of Yateley since the late 17th century.
We became a dormitory town of largely homogeneous estates - probably the
most momentous change Yateley has ever seen since the Danes burnt down
the Saxon Church and probably slew all the population (another legend to
research?).

We do not have a Local Oral History Group Leader, and I do not even
know of any member remotely interested in taking on the role. That person
would already have emerged if there was anyone interested. However,
Sydney Loader was very successful at doing it another way. He got people to
write to him with their memories, and then he stored the letters. So let's
take guidance from one of our first two Vice Presidents.

From time to time, in the Society Newsletter, I will ask you all to write to
me on a certain topic.

For this Newsletter I want you all to write to me about where you did your
shopping in the first few years when you came to Yateley. Perhaps you were
born here 82 years ago, and you are going to give me your first memories of
shopping with your mother (or your nanny!). Perhaps you arrived in Yateley
last year and are about to tell me where you did your shopping this week. If
all members write to me, we shall end up with a fantastic span of years. If
you did some of your shopping in Yateley please describe the shops and as
much, or as little, as you can remember about the location, shopkeepers,
and the sort of products they sold. Did you shop once a week, or every day?
Was the shopping delivered, or did you bring it home by car, or in the
pushchair? Why do you shop at the Meadows rather than Waitrose? Was
Mac Market better than the Gateway? If you did all your shopping in
Guildford please tell me fi and explain why. Which Post Office did you use?
Did you ever shop at Yateley Industries? Did you ever shop in Fleet? Tell
me as little or as much as you have time for. Some of the letters Sydney
hoarded were one page long, some were almost mini-treatises. All are
valuable. I don't mind whether you write on the back of a postcard, or send
me a 10-page e-mail. We will continue to ask you similar sorts of questions
through the millennium year. We will store all documents in a file and they
will eventually be presented to the Hampshire Record Office. With your
permission we will attempt to record them on the Society's History
Database. In the interests of the Data Protection Act, if you specifically
object to computer archiving, or don't want the data released for, say 100
years, please state this clearly at the bottom of your letter. We might even
find someone interested in analysis of the letters. But the important thing is
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to record your shopping habits, reminiscences, anecdotes, and descriptions
of the shops, shopkeepers, where they were, and what they sold. If you can
persuade your neighbour, mother, milkman, or girlfriend's aunt to
contribute, then so much the better.

All contributions please to:
letters: Monteagle House, Monteagle Lane, Yateley GU46 6LU
e-mails: monteagle(a<ndirect.co.uk
cassettes: we will collect and replace with a free cassette
movie film: now you're talking ...

A SONG IN TIME?
by Tony Hocking

DO YOU HAVE trouble working out the
time of day after a change to Summer
Time? Well I think one of our local
nightingales does!

Mary and I were walking on the
Common, crossing the area near the top
of Dungell's Lane, between 2.30pm and
3pm on 19 May. We had heard lots of
blackbirds, chaffinches and willow war-
blers calling, but suddenly there was a
burst of a totally different song which
we realised must be a nightingale. Peer-
ing into some bushes we spotted the
bird sitting on a low branch, clearly
visible in the bright sun, about three feet
above the ground. It sang beautifully for
several minutes and then, hearing
someone else approaching it turned and
caught sight of us, at which promptly
vanished.

The man who had alerted the nightin-
gale looked surprised when we told him
what he had missed, but then he had
just seen a deer at close quarters and we
missed that!

[Checking in the books later I found
that this is a normal nightingale habit!]

POSTSCRIPT

In July the Telegraph reported on the
national nightingale survey this year. It
commented on, amongst other things,
the sad decline of nightingales in Lon-
don. It noted that some could still be
found in outlying suburbs; and more
encouragingly, there were a few areas
with good numbers a bit further out,
especially the heathlands on the Surrey/
Hampshire borders!

YATELEY INDUSTRIES
by Tony Hocking

On Thursday 18 March the Society were given a short history of Yateley
Industries and a description of its current operations by the Business Manager,
Simon Lovell-Smith.

The founder of Yateley Industries was Jessie Brown, with her friend Grace Finch.
Jessie Brown was a nurse. She trained around the First World War period, a time
when women were only starting to become accepted as capable of 'real work'. She
was renowned for riding a motor bike on her rounds!

She worked abroad for a while and then returned to the UK. Jesse Brown and
Grace Finch decided that disabled girls were poorly treated and deserved the
opportunity to earn a living. In 1934 the two ladies set up a textile printing
workshop in Jesse Brown's garden.

Hand printing using wood blocks was chosen as a suitable method, with dyes
obtained from plants on Yateley Common. The raw materials for the dyes proved
too difficult to gather and the colours were both limited in range and far from fast.
A change was soon made to chemical dyes of much superior quality.

The workshop proved popular and was moved to a building off Moulsham Lane
where it operated up to the Second World War, when work ceased. [Editor's note:
There is a house signposted from Moulsham Lane called 'The Old Textile House']

After the war the enterprise was restarted, and new buildings were constructed on
the current site in Mill Lane in 1947 thanks to the generosity of the ladies of Yateley
Manor who sold the land to the Industries for a small sum. These buildings, apart
from some roof timbers, have proved exceptionally robust and have changed little
apart from some extensions.

Jesse Brown continued her association with Yateley Industries until she moved to
Norfolk to set up a residential home for the disabled there, she was 80 at the time!
She eventually died in 1983 at the age of 83.

The buildings include residential bungalows so that both workers needing
sheltered accommodation and those living in the wider community can be
employed. There are places for four care staff so that 24-hour care is available for
the residents. This is essential as people with 30 to 70% disability are employed,
and include both the physically and mentally disabled.

The use of carved wooden blocks was abandoned because they were too difficult
for some of the disabled staff to work; a change was made to the much easier to
carve linoleum. The linoleum blocks were initially backed with wood, more recently
with medium density fibreboard for strength. As an illustration of the range of
designs used, there are in excess of 7500 printing blocks in stock!

Once the workshop was under way again a change was made allowing disabled
people of both sexes to work there.

T r
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The printing processes can be carried out entirely by the disabled workers. The
dyes are hand-mixed from pigments and base liquids, printing blocks carved and the
printing carried out completely by hand, with extraordinary skill. It appears that the
linoleum blocks tend to shed the dye and make uneven prints, this is now overcome
by coating the blocks with synthetic wool powder which forms an absorbing layer
giving an even dye distribution.

The printed fabrics stand for 45 minutes to let the dye set, they are then boiled,
rinsed and machine washed to ensure that the dyes will no longer leach out and can
be guaranteed fast.

In recent years screen printing has been added to the techniques used. In
addition, the workshop takes on small tasks for outside organisations, such as
putting papers in envelopes or making artificial flowers.

The theoretical strength of the workforce is 36 disabled, 7 able-bodied and 8 part
time. Funding comes partly from grants for care while at work and for only a
proportion of capital expenditure. The 'estate' and accommodation are not grant
supported at all and rely on donations.

Simon then went on to describe the wide range of products, examples of which
were available for sale at the talk.

It was a very interesting evening, and gave a good insight into the workings of
this most praiseworthy and valuable institution.

STRANGE RABBITS IN MINLEY ROAD
by Tony Hocking
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ON AT LEAST three occasions this year Mary
and I have observed some very strange
behaviour by rabbits living near Minley
Road.

The stretch of road in question was be-
tween the northern roundabout of the M3
junction 4a and the Crozun & Cushion inn.

On each occasion a rabbit was to be seen
(usually at the very last second), crouching
on the road, facing the verge with its nose

level with the edge of the grass. Its ears were
laid flat along its back, and it looked just like
a rounded stone. However, a large eye could
be seen watching the traffic, whose wheels
passed within a foot of the animal - indeed
one time I had to swerve slightly to miss it;
but it did not budge or even blink!

Each time it was near midday when the
weather was hot and sunny, but the rabbit
could not have been seeking a cool surface to
sit on as that bit of road was in full sun! The
traffic was always far from light, so an unin-
terrupted meal was unlikely and the plants
were covered in dust and grime - so why
should rabbits take such risks? I would be
grateful for any explanations people can
come up with.

CONSERVATION ON THE MOD ESTATE
a resume of a Talk to the Yateley Society

O THURSDAY 15 April the Society had a talk on conservation activities
on Ministry of Defence lands, given by Alex Hazel from the MOD
Estates Office in Aldershot. In some ways it was a repeat of the talk
given to us by Colonel Clayden in 1985, but since then conservation

has become an 'in thing' and the MOD activities have obviously increased.
It appears that the MOD is the third largest land owner in the UK. Most of

the land is for training and therefore kept clear of housing and other
development; it is located in all parts of the UK and hence covers a wide
diversity of habitats and species. As an illustration, there are 250 sssis, 40
SPAS for birds, 45 Rampar sites and some 70 other sites submitted to the
European Community as worthy of special protection. In view of their
importance the conservation of the Estate ranks second only in priority to
training needs.

An example of the size of the areas covered is Salisbury Plain, here there
are 38 000 hectares of unimproved chalk grassland.

The reasons for taking conservation seriously are partly the moral
responsibility to maintain habitats and partly legal as a result of the Rio
agreements, etc.

Some endangered species, such as the great crested newt, are specially
targeted for protection. New tenant farmers on MOD lands have ecological
and conservation clauses in their tenancy agreements to support the
Biodiversity Directive.

All sssis have local conservation groups, the chairman is always the Officer
i/c the establishment, the members are drawn from the local community and
from expert organisations. Establishments containing important sites have
'sensitivity maps' which are used to guide training activities to the least
sensitive areas according to the time of year.

As a side-effect of the conservation work the MOD is the only organisation
in UK planting new hedges.

One activity which arouses mixed feelings is deer culling. This is practised
on the MOD lands purely to reduce over-population. Many areas have to be
fenced off for safety and security and the deer inside must be controlled to
avoid suffering.

Interesting problems can be encountered; at Foulness it was found that
the large tern colony was losing many of its eggs to some unknown predator.
The culprits turned out to be badgers, themselves a protected species! The
solution was to provide pontoons in the lagoons for the birds to nest on.

F
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The conservation is not confined to land sites. Much of Lyme Bay Ts
covered by firing ranges which precludes extensive fishing. This has resulted
in a large area of rich undersea habitats and an underwater trail has been
established off Lulworth Cove.

The remit of the office also extends overseas to such places as Cyprus and
the Falklands; Alex commented that somehow only the boss went to such
places, she never managed it!

The conservation work has no budget of its own, it relies mainly on the
willingness of the Officers i/c of the sites to subscribe part of their lands' and
accommodations' budgets, and much of the practical conservation is by
volunteers; a somewhat precarious existence one would think.

All this was accompanied by some very interesting slides of sites and
species and copies of the annual Sanctuary MOD conservation magazine were
made available at the meeting.

As this interesting talk was presented by a Government organisation there
was no charge for the speaker, but the Society made a donation towards
Sanctuary.
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SURREY HEATH LOCAL HISTORY
CLUB 1999/2000 PROGRAMME

MEETINGS ARE HELD at the Adult Education Centre, France Hill Drive, Camberley at
7.30pm in the Carson Suite, unless otherwise stated. Annual membership: £5.

Wednesday 29 September 1999 (At Surrey Heath Museum)
200 Years of Education in Surrey Heath

Wednesday 13 October
The Story of Blackbushe Airport

by Steven Purchase

Wednesday 10 November
The First World War in History

by Ken Clarke & Phil Stevens

Wednesday 8 December
King Alfred Symposium

Wednesday 12 January 2000
Surrey Heath in the 17th Century

by Phil Stevens

Wednesday 9 February
Friends in Deed

by Sharo7i Cross, Curator of Surrey Heath Museum

Wednesday 8 March
Broadmoor

by Paul Robertson, PR Manager of Broadmoor

Wednesday 19 April (at St Peter's Church Hall, Frimley)
St Peter's Church, Frimley

by Mary Bennett

Wednesday 17 May (at Frimley Park House)
Frimley Park Cadet Training Centre

by Colonel Peter Cook

Wednesday 7 June (at the Silchester Roman site, at 7pm)
Silchester

by Mark Corney, of 'Time Team' fame
BOOKING ESSENTIAL

Satnesday 17 June (at Chobham)
Local Half-Timbered Houses

by Peter Gray

Wednesday 12 July (at High Cross, at 8pm)
Dame Ethel Smythe

by Leivis Orchard

For further information contact: Ken Clarke, Treasurer (01252) 836 726 or Phil
Stevens, Chairman 01276 506182

[Tony Hocking, (01252) 875158, has a supply of Programme Leaflets, which
contain more details.]
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Yateley Society Programme
October to December 1999

OCTOBER

Sunday 31, Meeting point: Wyndhams Pool at 10am

Conservation on the Common
Assisting the Rangers to manage the Common - more volunteers are always needed!

(Tools and free refreshments are provided)

NOVEMBER

Thursday 18, Yateley Centre Room D.I.6 at 8pm

Talk - Caught in Time
by Sharon Cross

Venue: Yateley Centre Room D. 1.6 at 8 pm. Thursday November 18th.
'Caught in Time' is a photographic history of the western area of Surrey Heath, to be shown
by Sharon Cross, who is Curator of Surrey Heath Museum. Sharon gave us a different talk

some years ago which was very well received, so this one will be worth going to. Being
photographic this bit of history will cover a much later period than the talk by Phil Stevens,

forming an interesting contrast.

72: OCTOBER 1999

building as it is and to help make a case for rejecting the proposed conversion. This talk is
based on the photographic survey.

PLEASE NOTE: To avoid Christmas the December Conservation meeting has
been postponed to:

JANUARY 2OOO

Sunday 2, Meeting point: Wyndhams Pool at 10am
Conservation on the Common

Assisting the Rangers to manage the Common - more volunteers are always needed!
(Tools and free refreshments are provided)

The January Conservation Meeting will take place on Sunday 30.

Sunday 28, Meeting point: Wyndhams Pool at 10am

Conservation on the Common
Assisting the Rangers to manage the Common - more volunteers are always needed!

(Tools and free refreshments are provided)

DECEMBER

Thursday 16, Yateley Centre Room D.I.6 at 8pm

Talk - Yateley Lodge
by Richard Johnston

Yateley Lodge, at the bottom of Cricket Hill, is a very pleasant looking mansion which is
currently under threat of being converted into a public house/restaurant. The building has

considerable architectural merit and some interesting historical connections. Richard
Johnston has recently completed a photographic survey in order to preserve a record of the
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Copy dates:

Newsletter
1 December 1999

Stop Press
As necessary
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PLANNING NEWS
SUPPLEMENTTOTHEYATELEY SOCIETY NEWSLETTER No 72

Since the articles were submitted for this Newsletter in early August a veritable planning
tidal wave has hit Yateley, and indeed Hart District. The Inspector has published his report
on the objections to the deposited Hart District replacement Local Plan. This in turn has
triggered one or two major planning applications, one in Yateley. The Secretary of State
has given his decision on the Fox Farm Inquiry after some three years, and British Car
Auctions has decided to challenge the decision in the High Court. Bass Taverns are said
imminently to be submitting a new application at Yateley Lodge. From the comparative
calm of being able to deal with planning inquiries in sequence it looks as if the dawn of the
new millennium will see your planning team up to their necks in it.

Fox Farm, Monteagle Lane
Yateley Lodge
Gibraltar Barracks

ACTIVE MAJOR SITES

* The Mushroom Farm, Darby Green
* The Urnfield, Moulsham Lane
* East of Sandhurst Road

THE MUSHROOM FARM
The Planning Authority's proposal to allocate Clark's Farm for redevelopment as
prestigious offices was a pre-Inquiry change (a so-called PIC) of which few people were
aware. Way back in 1996 the Society's Local Plan strategy had been to look at every green
field in Yateley, consider which Plan policies applied to each field, and make a formal
objection if we felt Hart's conservation policies could be strengthene. One place we had
our eyes on was the crucial, but eroded gap between Yateley and Darby Green. When Hart
inserted their PIC we immediately made an objection and requested an appearance before
the Inspector. At the Inquiry I made all the points now being made by local residents.
Our stance is summarised in the Inspector's report. However the Inspector recommended
office development so the principle of development has now "fingered" the site.
The local residents in Darby Green are understandably upset since, as far as they are
concerned, this development has appeared from nowhere. A problem with the Local Plan
process is that local residents are not sent a notification letter if they are likely to be
affected by a development proposal in the Plan. When there is an ordinary planning
application, however, they are informed by an advert in the local paper, and often by a
letter from Hart. If the development proposal is a PIC, practically no-one knows about it
unless they take the trouble to read the massive documents generated by the Local Plan.
The Society is now advising the local residents about possible courses of action, and we are
making our own objections. Richard has already submitted a detailed transport objection,
and I am submitting an objection concerning the effect of the developer's proposals on the
setting of the listed buildings.

Even though the Society did not prevent this site from succumbing to the principle of
development, this case illustrates the strength of actually having a Civic Trust monitoring
the Local Plan Process, rather than waiting for the inevitable planning application — when
it can be too late. However it is not impossible to save the Mushroom Farm completely.
With massive public support, and new legislation, the last Local Plan Inspector's
recommendation for development at Cobbetts Lane was eventually reversed.
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SANDHURST ROAD
The Inspector for the recent Local Plan Inquiry has also made a detailed recommendation
for land east of Sandhurst Road to be developed for a combination of leisure and a second
business park development. It is therefore similar to his recommedation for the Mushroom
Farm. The leisure development will include a golf driving range, a fishing lake, a sports
hall and parking for 250 cars. The office development will be in a "landscaped parkland
setting." It seems that from Sandhurst Road to Darby Green Lane, where there is not
water, we shall have development. So much for the rural feel of the Blackwater Valley. If
you sneeze when passing the "strategic gap" you are now likely to miss it unless there is
extremely close control of the siting of the larger buildings. If you know anyone living in
Weybridge Mead and Pond Croft you had better tell them what is in store for them.

THE URNFIELD
The is no need to tell those living in Chandlers Lane, Vicarage Road and Moulsham Lane
what is about to hit them. They know. The Inspector has ruled that this site is "category
A". During the Inquiry MacAlpine did the honourable thing and publicly issued detailed
plans of their proposal for new housing on the Urnfield Site. Many people in that area are
long-standing Society members, and the network networked. Neither the Society, nor the
residents were allowed to object to MacAlpine's objection to the Plan. However the
Society made objections to the policy on archaeological sites, and to the general policies
concerned with strategic gaps and the Blackwater Valley in general. In fact it was the
Society which pointed out that the Blackwater VaUey strategic gap had been missed out of
the County Structure Plan. We also pointed out that the access to this site would be over
common land owned by the Town Council. Many residents packed the Town Council
meeting when the Inquiry asked the latter what would be their attitude to selling this
"ransom strip".

It is likely that development proposals for the Urnfield, and the land east of Sandhurst
Road, will be published by Hart in the "Modifications" to the Plan, probably in January.
The next stage will be to send in your letters of objection (or suppon) concerning these
Modifications. Watch the newspapers for a fairly benign looking advertisement.
Alternatively — watch this space....

FOX FARM
After three more years of uncertainty we have again won Fox Farm, for the third time. The
long drawn out Inquiry, with two separate Inspectors, resulted in the first Inspector
recommending development, and the second recommending against it. The Secretary of
State sided with the second. British Car Auctions have announced that they are taking the
Secretary of State to the High Court. It is only possible for BCA to challenge the decision
on legal grounds ie that something was not done in a legally correct manner. If BCA win
in the High Court it does not mean that they can start building immediately. It only
means the decision is quashed. They will have to go through another Inquiry. We shall see.

YATELEY LODGE
In the Spring the Society mounted a very strong stance in support of Hart's refusal of
planning permission lor a pub at the Yateley Lodge. The Inspector's decision letter rejected
all the objections of the local residents, but refused the appeal largely on the Society's
evidence. But we won perhaps only temporarily since Bass Taverns afterwards asked us for
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a meeting to consider ways of changing the interior of the listed building to overcome, Bass
hoped, the Inspector's objections to their previous proposals. One of the main arguments
in the Society's evidence, which convinced the Inspector to reject the proposal, is that
turning Yateley Lodge into a pub will remove the "hierachy of rooms". By this phrase
Richard meant the upstairs/downstairs differentiation in the various parts of the house
would be removed in the pub layout. We wait to hear what will now happen.

GIBRALTAR BARRACKS
This one is as yet just a rumour, but in this business you must have yotur ear to the ground.
It is said that the Army may move out of Minley Manor and seek commercial development
of the Gibraltar Barracks complex. You may well note that the recent extension of the
barracks complex behind the thin barrier of trees right down to the road leading to Hawley
Lake has rendered the whole of that area as "brownfield". Nice. However in rumour-
mongering I may be doing the Army a real disservice. Certainly the speaker from the
wildlife section of the Army shared the same goals as us at our talk earlier this year (as
reported in this Newsletter). However even rumours are worrying. Not then knowing
anything about these rumours the Society proposed a policy at the Local Plan Inquiry for
the "strategic gap" between Yateley and Fleet. We wanted Hart to be able to control the
development of the military areas, and Blackbushe Airport. We were not supported by
either Hart or the Inspector. What about the effects on the Special Protection Area for
Wild Birds? The SPA is the same issue as at the Fox Farm Inquiry. And what about the
effects on congestion to and from Junction 4A? The Plan discusses at length the effect of
congestion of Junction 4A by the new headquarters of Sun Microsystems, not to mention
the new Nokia office on the south side of the M3. Sun want to build much larger premises
than was apparently envisaged by the Planning Authority. J4A will be congested anyway.
At least the Army is a real "sustainable" development. They live and work on the same site.
If all this makes you want to give up and move, stop and think where you can possibly
move to avoid the problems we are likely to have thrown at us in Yateley. With over four
million houses to build, the rural areas of Hampshire, Wiltshire and Sussex are likely to
sustain a much worse onslaught on their rural surroundings than us. At least the Local
Plan Inspector was against development of Love Lane Fields. It looks as if Yateley will not
be bulldozing its way towards Eversley just yet.

The Inspector's Report, which runs to well over 500 pages, is a very professional, lucid
analysis of the problems besetting Hart District. It is the best report we have ever had. It
supports Hart's main objectives, particularly the move towards sustainable development
It is now up to us to defend our corner with logical arguments, some of which cannot be
given full rein in the rather confined arena of the Local Plan Inquiry. If we can still prevent
development by arguing against an Inspector's recommendations, as at Cobberts Lane,
then fine and good. If we cannot prevent the principle of development then we have to
make sure that the development we get is appropriate for its setting, and does not overload
the capacity of our highway network. We are used to arguing the former, but we have
always been shouted down on the latter point. The fact that both the firm proposals in the
Plan report have a clause about highway capacity is a hopeful sign.

PLANNING NEWS Supplement is written and edited by Peter Tipton, Hon.Treasurer
and Secretary of the Society's Planning Subcommittee. Richard Johnston is Hon.
Secretary of the Society. Peter Tipton represented the Society at the Local Plan Inquiry
and Fox Farm 3, and Yateley Lodge. Richard Johnston represented the Society of Fox
Farm 2, Cobbetts Lane, and Yateley Lodge inquiries. November 199'J
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REGIONAL GOVERNANCE
In this article Edward Dawson, a professional planning consultant, explains the make-up
of the South East England Regional Assembly ISEERA). This assembly is our version of
the Scottish Parliament and the Welsh Assembly. SEERA is indirectly elected, but
regional assemblies in the north and west of England are already moving towards
becoming directly elected. Edward says that there is a subtle distinction between
"regional government" and "regional governance". We have the latter, Scotland has the
former. Edward is a member of the assembly with two votes. Contrast this with the 15
votes held by the leader of Hampshire County Council and the one vote held by Hart's
representative. If you are non-plussed by Local Plans, and baffled by Structure Plans,
just wait till SEERA starts handing down planning strategy for the region. With Edward's
plain man's guide at least you will know who SEERA is, and who is behind them. [PJT1

SEERA - the regional assembly for the South East
SEERA is the assembly for regional governance covering nine counties in the South East,
but excluding London. SEERA has a representative from each local authority, making up
two thirds of the Assembly. The remaining third are business and voluntary sector
members. The voluntary sector, through RAISE, has 7 Assembly representatives, plus 3
environmental reps, elected via SEFS (South East Forum for Sustainability).
SEFS is the environmental network. The three are Chris Corrigan (RSPB), Julia Simpson
(Wildlife Trusts) and Edward Dawson (SERG - South East Regional Group of CPRE).
SEERA is supported by two organisations: the Government Office for the South East
(GOSE) and the South East England Development Agency (SEEDA). GOSE has existed
since 1994 but SEEDA was new in April 1999. In the meantime SERPLAN (the South
East Regional Planning Body) is being scrapped as the arbiter of how many houses we
build in the South East; its role is being taken over by SEERA.

RAISE - a network for the voluntary sector
In 1998 GOSE asked to have a single point of reference for the voluntary sector in the
region. The result was the formation of a new body now called RAISE (Regional
Awareness and Involvement South East). It is a network of networks. It is the recognised
body to put forward elected members to the Regional Assembly for the South East,
SEERA.
The RAISE secretariat is based in GOSE at Guildford and so far over 800 voluntary
organisations have applied to join. RAISE made a detailed input to the SEEDA Regional
Economic Strategy. The next step is to build up new networks right across the sector.
RAISE has been awarded a £330,000 SRB5 (Single Regeneration Budget Round 5) grant
for network building and regeneration projects. Edward Dawson has been appointed
interim Vice Chairman (Policy) of RAISE.

SEEDA Strategy Launch
The Regional Economic Strategy was published by SEEDA (South East England
Development Agency) on 26 October at the House of Commons. It was also presented to
the Deputy Prime Minister, John Prescott, for approval. There are chapters on
Sustainability and Rural Issues as well as Infrastructure and Regeneration. SEEDA's
draft budget for 2000/2001 is £108m. The next stage is the production of a series of
Action Plans taking forward the strategy for the nine counties.
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ARE YOU ON E-MAIL?

The Times today quotes the result of recent market research
which found that 40% of the UK population has access to
the Internet. We would like to know how many of our
members have e-mail. We are considering sending out the
Stop-Press and reminders of meetings to members who
have e-mail.

With the likelihood of an intensive period of planning in the
New Year we can keep in touch with members who would
like to be kept informed. The residents near the Mushroom
Farm are already doing this effectively by internet.

If you have e-mail and would like to be informed of events
and/or planning matters please send an e-mail to either
Richard or myself (we shall exchange address lists).

Richard Johnston:
Peter Tipton:

Earthhist@aol.com
monteagle@ndirect.co.uk

Don't worry if you don't have e-mail, you will get your
Stop-Press in the usual way. And don't forget the Society's
web site at:

http ://www.hants.org.uk/yateley/

t <
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YATELEY SOCIETY PROGRAMME

1999

CONSERVATION ON THE COMMON - Sunday September 26th
Meeting point: Wyndhams Pool at 10:00 am

OCTOBER
TALK - THE VYNE by Margaret Drury
Venue: Yateley Centre Room D. 1.6 at 8 pm. Thursday October 21st.
An illustrated talk about the recently improved National Trust house and
gardens.

f

LIBRARY ANNIVERSARY 7:30pm Wednesday October 20th
The Yateley Society wU present three talks in the Yateley Centre Drama
Suite, and an exhibition in Yateley Library (for all of October), to help
celebrate the 25th anniversary of the library's move to its current building.

CONSERVATION ON THE COMMON -
Meeting point: Wyndhams Pool at 10:00 am

Sunday October 31st

by Sharon Cross
NOVEMBER
TALK - CAUGHT IN TIME
Venue: Yateley Centre Room D. 1.6 at 8 pm Thursday November 18th.
'Caught in Time' is a photographic history of the western area of Surrey
Heath.

CONSERVATION ON THE COMMON -
Meeting point: Wyndhams Pool at 10:00 am

Sunday November 28th

DECEMBER
TALK - YATELEY LODGE by Richard Johnston
Venue: Yateley Centre Room D. 1.6 at 8 pm. Thursday December 16th.
This talk is based on a photographic survey of this threatened house.
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